NESBTC CLUB DIRECTORY
Greg Aronica
Lake Ariel, PA 18436
(570) 840-9877
garo74@earthlink.net

Glenda Ellis
Sacramento, CA 95820
(916) 454-0294
glenda427@sbcglobal.net

Beth Beardsley
Croton on Hudson, NY 10250
(914) 862-2375
bethzb@earthlink.net

Steve Eltinge
Portland, OR 97201

Debi Bradley
Eagle Point, OR 97525
(541) 840-4385
luvmysbt@aol.com
Sal Catura
Wantagh NY 11793
(516) 731-2644
keepmesedated000@aol.com
Lynn / Jim Caswell
Suwanee, GA 30024
(404) 371-5708
Antonio (Tony) Cavacini
Delran, NJ 08075
(856) 461-7307
toca44@comcast.net

Kim Ericson
E. Elmhurst, NY 11370
(718) 672-2955
krazee228@aol.com
Darren N. Findley
Fresno, CA (559) 341-0366
(559) 341-0366
slurpking@comcast.net
Benny Gasmen
San Diego CA 92154
(619) 213-8404
shogunstaffords@cox.net
Tony / Mei George
Merrick, NY 11566
(516) 223-3351
ruffntuffdino@aol.com

John Cocchiola, Glenna Jones
Glen Cove, NY 11542
(516) 801-2377
stangorest@aol.com

Shirley Ann Gray **
Wellfild, Llannrthwl, Wells,Powys
Wales UK LD16NU
07775 797882
shirleygray95_@fsmail.net

Stephanie Crawford
Binghamton, NY 13904
(607) 775-1996
sacylf@aol.com

Joseph Graziosi
Centereach NY 11720
(516) 448-5298
jgraz241@optonline.net

Clinton H. D’Alemberte Jr.
Novato, CA 94945
(415) 893-1745
klinton994@comcast.net

Judy Heller
Edgewater MD 21037
(301) 502-6270
jlheller@verizon.net

John R Diaz
North Brunswick, NJ 08902
(908) 616-2883
1staffypit@optonline.net

Chris & Christa Jacksic
Hardwick NJ 07825
(908) 362-7929
jaxstock@embarqmail.net

Karen Dawes
San Marcos, CA 92079
(760) 471-1144
kdawes@petsusa.com

Aaron Keitzer
Novato, CA 94947
(808) 780-8692
akeitzer@yahoo.com

Colin Davies **
Hengoed, Midglam, UK CF827BJ
01143 813771
Daviesthedog@aol.com

Lisa Landi-Carrabba
Mendham NJ 07945
(973) 886-9077

Dale / Peter Demy
New York, NY 10156
(212) 684-1713
pddemy@nyc.rr.com
Peter M. Dishuk
Bronx, NY 10462
(718) 829-7293

Joseph & Jennifer Sheehan
Hempstead NY 11550
(516) 833-5051
jsheehan@colonypestnyc.com

Chuck / Lisa Lohmann
P.O. Box 292
Stony Brook, NY 11790
(631) 675-0900
lisalo1957@yahoo.com

Jamie Sheehan & Peggy Nally
1525 84th Street
Brooklyn NY 11228
(347) 673-7113
mckyocd@optonline.net

Lisa Ludska
East Windsor NJ 08520
(609)352-3096
Lludska@aptanj.org

Gary and Marilyn Shrewsberry
Dingmans Ferry
PA 18328
(570) 828-2393
mmarbull@aol.com

Joe & Rosann McManus
Glen Cove. NY 11542
Joemac46@staffordsrule.com
Robert & Maggie Molloy
Carmel NY 10512
(845) 225-2979
robertmolloy@gmail.com
Richard Newberger
Baltimore Md 21209
(410) 323-4141
richn@sbtca.com
Juan Nunez
Litchfield Park, AZ 85340
(602) 320-8239
nunez@cox.net
Greg Radovich
Elyria OH 44035
(440) 458-6127
radspiker1@oh.rr.com
Robin Ramos
Tappan NY 10983
(845) 548-8700
knuckleheadsbt@gmail.com
Rachel Redsun
San Francisco CA 94102
(510) 502-4251
rrredrider@gmail.com
Anthony Rosas
East Meadow NY 11554
(516) 761-1792
anttheknee@gmail.com
Andrew Sewell
Babylon NY 11720
(631) 539-9042
lph199@yahoo.com

Charlie / Sharon Sjogren
Hopewell Junction, NY 12533
(845) 227-6803
sjogren@frontiernet.net
Gordan Stanisic
Hampstead NC, 28443
(910) 620-4200
gordanstanisic@yahoo.com
Mimi Treacy
East Norwich, NY 11732
(516) 922-9324
mimit57@gmail.com
Darren Waheed
Rockaway NJ 07866
(973) 664-1919
titleshotknls@aol.com
Kim Washington-Smith
Los Angeles, CA 90016
(213) 760-9081
staffcharm@ca.rr.com
John Watters & Dianne Beaudry
PO Box 245
Yulan NY 12792
Paul / Laura Wickel
Setauket, NY 11744
(631) 751-3903
becourlistaffords@yahoo.com
Michelle Hornberg-Wilson
Jamestown NY 14701
(716) 487-1344
mhornberg@madbbs.com
**Denotes Sponsored Member

Max Kupran
Fountainville PA 18923
(267) 463-6210
maxkupran@yahoo.com
Beth Lloyd
Hesperia, CA 92345
(760) 948-5937
geminiast@yahoo.com
A cold beer and a warm, wet, lick… a fine end to any Stafford owners day.
Send comments, stories, concerns and ideas to staffbullpec@yahoo.com. Thanks yall.
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THE OFFICIAL NEWSLETTER OF THE NORTH EAST STAFFORDSHIRE BULL TERRIER CLUB

FROM THE TOP DOG:
Stafford Greetings,
I hope everyone enjoyed their summer.
Spending time with family and friends as well
as your Stafford’s. I’d like to report that the
Cuatro-De-Mayo fund raiser was a tremendous
success. Raising a good amount of funds for
the club. Thanks to all of you who donated your
time and talents. Most of all to; John and
Glenna for opening their home and yard. See
the “Mucho Fun” article for the full review.
At our last board of directors meeting, we
established three separate funds for the club.
Which I will detail in the next and final
newsletter for 2008. There will also be a
treasures report in the next issue, as well as,
every year ending newsletter.
Our club is growing—We now have 50 members!
The newsletter is growing too. Our inaugural
edition consisted of four pages. This, the second
issue, has grown to eight pages. We will feature
a page three girl and a page seven hunk in
each issue. A $25 dollar donation is suggested
to help cover the cost of printing. If you are interested in either the page three girl or the page
seven hunk, please contact the “Journal” editor
and creative director; Robin Ramos for details.
To reserve a page, please contact him at
staffbullpec@yahoo.com
The board of directors meet every six
weeks to ensure the development and
direction of the club. It continues to follow
a positive path, instilling a responsible
relationship for both the members and our
beloved Stafford’s. For any member wishing
to attend a board meeting, please contact
me at ruffntuffdino@aol.com for the time
and location of the next board meeting.
All upcoming events will be a club
sponsored. Our last funded summer BBQ
bash—the Stafford “Chat-N-Chew”, was
hosted by Chris and Christa Jacksic.
Held Sept. 6th, 2008. A flyer and e-mail
went out to all members. You should
have received it. If you did not and
you are reading first hand here,
please contact me to make sure
you are included on any future
club event.
The Chat-N-Chew to included:
club member Darren
Waheed. He presented a
basic obedience demonstration. It was another funfilled NESBTC event. More on this
in our next issue. Speaking of club
events—we have a great one… !
On November 10th, 2008 the NESBTC will

host a dinner / theater night at Stango’s
restaurant in Glen Cove N.Y. Featuring the
comedic talents of the Drop Dead Comedy
Troupe www.dropdeadcomedy.com. This hilarious Murder Mystery, “Dy’in To Get Hitched” A Red Neck Wedding, will be performed.
Tickets will be limited to 70 people total.
First come first served. Tickets are Priced at
$50 each. The show is about 2 - 2 1/2 hours.
Dinner will be Southern, Hillbilly Fare. Beer,
Wine and Soda to be included. A cash bar will
be open and available to all attendees. A flyer
with complete details will be mailed soon. This
fund raiser will help support the NESBTC’s
Annual Specialty
Show Weekend,
which will start in
Sept. 2010 at the
historic and
beautiful

Planting Fields Arboretum located in Oyster
Bay, N.Y. More details and Information will be
made available in future issues of the Journal.
This is an inclusive members club. [Please] If
you have any thoughts, suggestions, or ideas
that will help serve the club, please feel free
to contact me.
Hoping to see you all at our next club event!
Yours in Stafford’s,
Tony George - President
IN THIS ISSUE:
PAGE 3 GIRL: Paul Wickel’s own Dolly. Some like it hot!
PAGE 7 HUNK: MAX! Tidy and fit. That’s how John Diaz rolls.
THE DEBATE ABOUT FROZEN SEMEN
We have the chilled low-down. See Dr. Dale’s tale of A.I. with
Frozen Semen from abroad.
HOW IT ALL BEGAN
The formation of the very first Staffordhire Bull Terrier club.

STAFFORD SMILES
No, you are not seeing double!
Just by chance we received
two Pieds! A male and a female.
At left: Zorro. Ch. Hi-Impact’s
Mark Of Zorro
Breeder/Owner: Rich Newberger
At right: Bittles. Redbow Whiplash Wanda
Breeder/Owner: Rachel Redsun
and R Fabrizio

Thanks for sharing! Send yours!

SHOW US YOUR STAFFORD SMILE.
Send us your photos to: staffbullpec@yahoo.com.
Please put “smile” in the subject line.

MUCHO FUN-draiser!
By John Cocchiola

Glenna and I had the NESBTC’s first big gathering at our home, the Cuatro de Mayo Stafford
Fest. It might have been at our home, but we didn’t host it, all of our fellow B.O.D members and
friends did an unbelievable job hosting the event,
it was truly a team effort. I was very encouraged
to see how well everyone worked together; I hope
it continues for a long time. I’m pretty sure we all
had a lot of fun.
I couldn’t say exactly how many people
attended, but the backyard looked pretty full
(scary full). We went through quite a lot of Mexican food, hot dogs, hamburgers and a half keg of
beer, so I’m hoping no one left hungry (or thirsty).
There were a bunch of those little crazy dogs we
all love so much in the yard too, if any one of them
slipped the collar, it could have been a disaster of
epic proportion. Thankfully, everyone was very
responsible and there were no incidents.
We had some non-members that really went
above and beyond to lend a hand. Tony and Lisa

The Stafford Trilogy
By Martin Lieberman

John Cocchiola, A.K.A The Pontiff or JC is the
proprietor of the famed Stango's Restaurant.
John has written an essay on Stafford anatomy.
John asked me to read his most recent draft.
John's essay dealt with his perception of the
proper anatomy of the Staffordshire Bull Terrier. I felt John's essay was reasonable & in
concert with my own views.
Based on my experience, the panacea for
breed uniformity is similar for most sporting &
working dogs. The following, is my view of a
natural approach to breed improvement & the
achievement of anatomical uniformity.

Nuzzo loaned us their pop up tents to keep people out of the sun, they also generously donated
a lot of Gold Records Lisa got when she was in
the music business to the raffle. Kim Ericson got
her employer Bulova to donate a beautiful mantle clock for the raffle too. Butch and Susie
Krauth donated a pretty cool electric car wash
machine and shipped it to us all the way from
Mairposa Street in California. Gary and Liz LaMountain, also non-club members really rolled up
their sleeves and helped organize the raffle, and
generally gave a hand with everything. Leslie
Lohman, Wayne Noland and Joanna Sucharski
(non-members) all pitched in and sold raffle
tickets, organized and worked hard for our club.
Marty Lieberman gave a talk and a demonstration on using the slat treadmill to condition a
dog, and there was also a very impressive demonstration with a NY City drug-sniffing dog along
with his handler, Officer Jim Peddie. Unfortunately, when Officer Peddie and his dog started
making the rounds looking for a secretly planted
scent, it made several of guests a little uneasy.
More than a few nervous guests moseyed on
down the road apiece while the dog was
sniffing pockets.

Instead of Stafford exhibitors & enthusiasts
debating anatomical points of view, perhaps the
dog's should decide? This could be accomplished by a trilogy of physical events. This concept being similar to what is done in other parts
of the world, with other sporting breeds.The
potential remedy would be a vast improvement
over breeder hubris & endless, heated debates.
In order for a Stafford to qualify for the show
ring, the canine would need to compete in two
out of three athletic events? Perhaps an
endurance weight pull, which would be (approximately) 1/2 mile timed event. A milling event
predicated on time & rpms. Perhaps the third
event would be a timed hang tough contest. The
emphasis of the 3 events being endurance first
& strength (a close) second.

One of the things that was really great to see,
was what a good group of people we had attend.
In a way it was a diverse group, but we had
Staffordshire Bull Terriers in common, and that
was all we needed. Everyone got along great;
everyone was respectful to each other, respectful
of our home, we couldn’t have asked for a better
bunch of friends. It was extremely encouraging.
Judging by the way we all (members, Board
members and friends) worked as a team for the
May 4th party, I think the future of the NESBTC is
a very good bet.

NESBTC’S
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HUNK

Thank you all, for the great turnout, the great
participation, and getting us off to a running start.

From left to right. Top to bottom:
Coach finally gets to wear his Sombrero.
Our own Mei George, Joe McManus, and Kim Ericson take in
the Cuatro De Mayo fest.
Paul Wickel entertains a newbie while Carlos looks on.
John Diaz and Robin Ramos seek a little shade and some eats.
Looks like the drug sniffing dog knows a little about where they
keep the Snausages.

ruffntuff black country boy

“M A X ”

Bred by: Tony George

Owned by: John Diaz

A lovely pup takes it all in.

Staffords that compete in two out of three
events with adequate scores would qualify for
the show ring. Show ring winners would qualify
as breeders. Dog's that produced off spring with
high scores in the Stafford Trilogy would get a
ROM designation, similar to the dogs of old. The
results of the dog's performance would be a
necessary prelude or right of passage in to the
show ring.

,÷ A PEDIGREE A

CH. RUFFCAST GAELIG STORM

<

RUFFCAST KABOOM
STEEL QUEEN

RUFFNTUFF BLACK COUNTRY BOY
12/21/2002

Nothing about my suggestion is meant to be
snide, contrary or heterodoxical. In my view, the
Trilogy approach would create a greater number of monomorphic specimens. However, the
best part of this plan is the additional time &
attention the dogs receive.
www.martinsk9formula.com

CH. SAHARAIN VALENTINE VIXEN

<

COYOTE CLEVERCLOGS
HOLMESTAF CINDY

<

CABRINDLE BULLETT
BLITSTAFF CINDEROSA

<

Eng. CH. BLITSTAFF MAD O’ROURKE
FISTIANA’S WARSPITE

<

CLUB MASTER OF SCYLAX
COYOTES PHAROAHS TREASURE

<

BALSTAR ARRY BOY
HOLMESTAFF ADRIARNA

ASK THE VET:
By Dale Porcher / Resident Vet

Who do I breed my bitch to?
We’ve all asked ourselves that question, planning,
hoping that we’ll unlock the secret DNA code to
produce the ultimate litter. If you’re anything like
me you've spent hours talking on the phone,
dogs of course, hours researching pedigrees and
even more time just looking at pictures, hoping
that when it is time, you’ve found the perfect
mate for your bitch. Some people choose to use a
dog that just happens to live in their house, a lot
of people use a friends dog that lives around the
corner or a short driving distance, but what if the
perfect dog lived on the other side of the Country
or even the other side of the world!? What would
you do? With Scientific advances, it’s possible to
breed to a dog that both lived on the other side of
the world and been dead for years. If you find a
dog in this country that you like and provided he’s
still alive and still has viable sperm, the cheapest
and probably most likely to produce a litter is to
ship your bitch to the stud dog. Cost is about
$250.00 each way for air travel, plus the stud fee,
plus any charges that the stud dog owner might
add; such as a boarding charge or travel
expenses. Another option is to use fresh chilled
semen, which would require ovulation timing on
your part, about $200-300 plus a stud fee, plus
the fee for the vet on the other end to collect the
dog, ship the semen and then pay the vet on your
end to inseminate. Total cost? Probably
$500–600. So including the ovulation, timing
about $700 to $900, plus the stud fee.
Let’s talk about using a dog from overseas.
You could get your bitch approved to enter the UK
by getting two rabies vaccinations a month apart,
having a titer taken and then provided the titer
was adequate, the bitch would be eligible to leave
six months from the time that the lab received
the blood. The dog would not have to be in quarantine but this way is quite costly and laborious.
This leaves you with two logical alternatives,
Fresh chilled or frozen semen. Both of these
methods have their pros and cons so we’ll look at
a few.
Frozen Semen Pros:
1. You can use a dog who is alive or deceased.
2. You can have the semen shipped to you in
advance and have it waiting for you whenever
you need it.
3. It can be stored indefinitely.

4. You can use 1 collection for several matings
even if years apart.
Frozen Semen Cons:
1. Expensive to ship containers
2. Expensive to collect and store
3. Timing is critical since frozen sperm only
lives in the repro tract for about 6 hours,
perfect timing is a must.
4. Most vets still surgically implant the semen so
your bitch has to under go anesthesia look for
a vet that can do trans cervical insemination,
they can be done with no sedation.
5. Did I mention expensive?
Fresh chilled semen pros:
1. Relatively cheaper to collect and ship.
2. Because the sperm is more viable insemination is done with no sedation and is relatively
simple.
3. Timing is still crucial but not as critical as with
frozen semen.
Fresh chilled Cons:
1. If the shipment isn’t collected, shipped and
received in the proper time frame you lose
everything.
2. Once a collection is made you can’t store any
for later it is all used for that mating
3. Still fairly expensive with the shipping,
ovulation timing and insemination.
The bottom line is, if money is no object, then you
can breed to any dog in the world.
Fortunately, I’m a vet. That reduces the costs significantly. However, I’m very interested in the
outcome and very anal when it comes to timing,
making sure that the blood goes out, that the
semen has been shipped, etc. Maybe I should
have been a psychiatrist!
My experienced has been mixed. With frozen
semen, I have been lucky enough to produce two
litters of 6 and one litter of 8 pups but I have also
missed completely twice and produced a single
pup litter. All three of the unsuccessful times
were timing problems, once the jet couldn’t leave
the UK due to snow, another, the collecting vet
didn’t send the sample out till a day later and the
third time the package sat in Customs over night
waiting to get cleared while the bitches time
came and went. A standing joke at the clinic: I
was over heard on the phone speaking to the dog
owner on the other end of the line trying to
impress upon them how urgent it was to get their
dog to the vet the next day to be collected I said
something like “I want the semen in my hands by
Friday!”, they never let me live that one down!

WIN A CLUB T-SHIRT
If you’ve been paying attention, and maybe you
have. We are giving away a Club T-shirt to a
club member with every issue.
First come, first served!
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All you have to do is answer these questions
correctly and send the answers to:
staffbullpec@yahoo.com
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GIRL

Am Ch. Crossguns Dolly Varden

Make sure to include your name, mailing
address, and desired shirt size. s/m/l/xl

“DOLLY”

- How often does the Club BOD meet?

Bred by: Mrs. M Prior

Owned by: Paul & Laura Wickel

- Who brought a drug-sniffing dog to the BBQ?
Career Highlights: Best in puppy sweeps under Judy Daniels
and Susie Krauth, Best of Opposite from Stafford breed specialist judges
Mick Clark & Steve Eltinge.

- Where was the Cradley Heath Club formed?
- Which Stafford went BOB in the first
organized club show?
- What dog did Dale Porcher import frozen
semen from?

THIS AND THAT
The “Journal” is distributed three times a year
to club members. It’s mission is to inform it’s
members about all things related to the
breed and to keep members appraised of
coming events.
Editorial content, suggestions, and comments
can be submitted directly to:
staffbullpec@yahoo.com
and within the year to:
NESBTC.com [coming to a computer near you]

CONTRIBUTORS / THANKS!:
With each issue we’d like to thank those who
support, contribute, and help make it all happen.
Nancy McNulty and Clinton D’Alemberte for their
generous donation to the NESBTC
Mr. Nestor Chopin, C.P.A., P.L.L.C
www.chopincpa.com
516.759.3900
Darren Waheed of Title Shot Kennels
973.664.1919
Chris and Christa Jacksic / Hosts: Chat-N-Chew
John Cocchiola and Glenna Jones / Hosts:
Cuatro De Mayo BBQ
Mr. Martin Lieberman: www.martinsk9formula.com
Mr. Dale Porcher DVM
The Entire NESBTC BOD

SHOWS, NEWS & HAPPENINGS:
Montgomery County Kennel Club
All Terrier Show in PA. 10/5/2008
@ Montgomery County Community College.
Save the Date[s]:
The marvels of science have proven to be an asset at camp Thrasher. [l] The sire: Crossguns the Graduate at Cross Swords. Dale’s bitch
Reba [c] Their progeny [r]: Thrasher’s Scully Hayes. Or Scully.
For a video of this fine looking lad go to: http://es.youtube.com/watch?v=tDaRCqxmYsk

- Drop Dead Comedy, 11/10/08
@ Stango’s Restaurant, Great Neck, NY

,÷ A PEDIGREE A

DONNELLAS RED BOYO

<

TRAWDEN COPPER BOY OF DONNELLAS
DONELLAS WHITE WONDER

<

RED BRIGADIER
COPPER GIRL

<

BOMBER THORN
DONNELLAS DELTA DYNALITE

<

CROSSGUNS MR COPPERFIELD
CROSSGUNS MISS BUMBLE

<

PARKSTAFF COLONIAL BOY
CROSSGUNS MISS DOLLY

AM CH. CROSSGUNS DOLLY VARDEN

CROSSGUNS POLLY TOODLE

<

CROSSGUNS TOBY CRACKIT
CROSSGUNS LADY BUZFUZ

ORIGINS OF THE BREED
Adapted from an original article by Bill Boylan

HOW IT ALL BEGAN
The Cradley Heath Club was formed at the
‘Old Cross Guns’ where the hosts were Mr. and
Mrs. Joe and Lil Mallen. I know that Joe
claimed that while his wife was the licensee, he
himself was just a customer. The purpose of the
move was to be able to apply to the Kennel Club
for “Staffordshire Bull Terriers to be recognized
and accepted as a separate breed under Kennel
Club Rules.”
During 1933, Staffordshire Bull Terriers were
mentioned in ‘Our Dogs’ after an article in John
Bull about the miners’ fighting dogs. A letter
appeared in that journal about these dogs that
had no written pedigree. It was late in 1934 that
a real move was made when a letter appeared
in ‘Our Dogs’ from Stewart Poole of Tipton, who
asked for anyone interested in the formation of
a club for Staffordshire Bull Terriers to contact
him. I did this but unfortunately, he received
only nine replies so it was decided to wait a
while and use ‘Our Dogs’ to emphasize the betterings about this wonderful breed that had
taken a lot of stick owing to bad publicity of the
dog-fighting days.
About three months later, Joe Dunn saw Joe
Mallen at work and asked him if he would help
in the formation of a Club and could a meeting
be arranged to take place at ‘The Cross Guns’
and to canvass a small number of the locales to
become members for five shillings. Mrs.
Mallen agreed to it and the meeting was
quickly arranged at which were nine or ten
present, one of whom Mrs. Mallen loaned the
five shillings membership! I have these names;
three of the group were Fred Silvers who
owned the original ‘Queenie,’ Jack Shaw who
owned ‘Jim the Dandy’ and Harry Pegg who
owned ‘Fearless Joe.’
The first Cradley Club Show was held
following this event and took place nine weeks
later, 17th August, 1935 with Mr. H. N. Beilby

as judge. All the notable dogs of that era were
there, such as ‘Jim the Dandy’ from whom the
original standard was chiefly taken, ‘Cross Guns
Johnson,’ who six months later secured the
first award for Best of Breed at Crufts, ‘Fearless
Joe,’ his son ‘Vindictive Monty’ (the first one)
and my own ‘Game Lad.’ In bitches, were ‘Brave
Nell,’ ‘Queenie’, and from the North, ‘Lioness.’
The awards were: Open Dog and Best in Show
‘Jim the Dandy,’ 2, ‘Game Lad,’ 3, ‘Cross Guns
Johnson,’ Res. was ‘Vindictive Monty,’ Open
Bitch 1, ‘Brave Nell,’ 2, ‘ Queenie,’ 3, ‘Lioness,’
Res. ‘Victorious Lass.’ Special awards other
than for best dog and bitch were for best second
prize winner and best over four years of age
were awarded to ‘Game Lad.’
Crufts 1936 was another important event for
Staffords, as this was the first time our breed
had been on view there, and much attention
was paid by a man who heard so much about
these dogs in the past. Mr. Joe Dunn, the club
secretary and founder was chosen to judge. He
made Mr. Joe Mallen’s ‘Cross Guns Johnson’
Best of Breed and Tom Walls brindle bitch
‘Brother of Looe’ best bitch. It is sad to report
that the dog died soon afterwards and did not
leave any progeny. That was a tragedy which
could have been avoided, and no doubt meant a
big loss to us as a breed.
The next big event to take place was a very
well publicized show named Wembley National
Dog Show held in conjunction with the Star Dog
Tournament. (The London Star evening newspaper). This show was managed by Mr. Leo Wilson, a big name in the dog Press and a world
wide judge. The date, 2nd October, 1936, and
two classes were given Staffords, one of which
had 24 entries, and all the named well known
dogs were included.
I well remember the arrival of the Cradley
coach with those dogs at the Wembley Way.
I wondered how they had fared on the journey
as they were all in a lively mood and did
manage one scrap on the benches. Two
contenders were Jack Barnard’s ‘Barham’ and
‘Cloth of Gold.’ Jack had by then bought ‘Jim the
Dandy’ and had him there with his others. The
well known all rounder, Mr. Jas. Saunders, was

the judge for Staffords and for his best dog
and Best of Breed was a newcomer to us in
Miss Joan Elliott’s good brindle ‘BockingJoseph’ with ’Game Lad’ second. Best bitch
was my own ‘Timyke-Mustard’ who was sired
by ‘Game Lad.’ By that time Joe and Mrs. Lil
Mallen had become our friends, and this
developed over the years into real affection,
but with the loss of ‘Cross Guns Johnson’
Joe seemed out of things and events, but he
soon got a young brindle dog registered as
‘Game Bill’ whom he later sold to Dan Potter.
This dog went on to win Best of Breed at
Crufts 1937 under Phil Dee.
However, on 25th May the same year,
‘Gentleman Jim’ was born, bred by Jack Dunn
and sired by ‘Brindle Mick,’ who was the
dog-founder of the well known M-line, and
incidentally, he was full brother to ‘Cross Guns
Johnson.’ That was very satisfactory to Joe and
it did help him over his previous bad luck. This
turned out what was to be a second good start,
as history has proved. Earlier, on 1st January,
1936, I also had bred a litter that included a
brindle dog which I registered as ‘Game Laddie,’
who later entered for Crufts 1938 at which
show ‘Gentleman Jim’ was entered in the
puppy class. He was made best Stafford puppy
in show, while ‘Game Laddie’ was made
Best of Breed. The judge was Mr. H. N. Beilby.
Of course it is well known that ‘Jim’ was the
first champion of our breed; in fact, he and
‘Laddie’ were the only champion dogs to be
made, pre-war.
That, I suppose, is how it all began, and
started to grow as the second formation was
of our own Southern Society, whose first show
was held 1st May, 1937, the judge being the
well known all rounder Mr. Jas. Saunders, who
had an entry of 76 made by 21 exhibitors.
There are now numerous Stafford Clubs in
Great Britain and others in many parts of the
world. I feel certain, that for Staffords to have
achieved such a high realm of popularity from
that tiny start in the mid-thirties is an
outstanding and almost unbelievable feat
well worth recording.

Above: The first ever organized
show. The Cradley Club Show.
Far left: Jim the Dandy’ from
whom the original standard was
chiefly taken.
Left: Gentlemen Jim. He was
the first champion of the breed
and son of the dog who the Mline was created.
He being Brindle Mick.

ADVERTISEMENT

Courtesy of an original article by BILL BOYLAN.

- Title Shot Kennels is an indoor/outdoor facility experienced
with Bully Breeds.
- Our facility is both heated and air conditioned.
- Your family companion will be housed in a 4' wide x 6' long indoor kennel (not
a cage or crate) that leads to an outdoor run that is 4' wide and 16' long.
- Your family companion will have four recreation periods in a fenced in area
accompanied by a staff member.
- The outside recreation area/training field is an 1/8 of an acre fenced in area.
- Each recreation period is 15 minutes long and the dog will not have any
interaction with another dog unless your companion is accompanied by their
own companion. Not all dogs play fair (;¬)).
Please Note: Every guest must be up to date on all vaccinations. A Bordetella
vaccine is a must. Without the Bordetella vaccine, your companion will not be
able to board. You may provide your own food, toys, bedding and a blanket.
Title Shot Kennels wants your dog to be as comfortable as possible with little
or no stress.
- Our boarding hours are from 8:30 AM to 5:30 PM daily. We do make
exceptions for those who may be traveling and require an overnight stay.
As for training, Title Shot Kennels train dogs and handlers on all levels, Basic
obedience, AKC obedience, tracking and sport competition. All training is one
on one to insure that the handler has control of there dog before we introduce
the dog to a group.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: 973.664.1919

BOARDING | OBEDIENCE | GROOMING
L: The great Joe Mallen with a game cock and ‘Stowcote Pride.

R: Crufts 1936. Was the first time the breed had been judges there. Some 70 years later Staffordshire Bull Terriers lead in total
entries with over 300 Stafford total each year.

TITLE SHOT KENNELS
173 route 46 west
Rockaway, NJ 07866

